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An analysis is presented oI the effect of weak damping onthe natural frequencies of linear dynamic systems. 
It is shown that the highest natural frequency is always decreased by damping, but the lower natural fre- 
quencies may either increase or decrease, depending on the form of the damping matrix. 
INTRODUCTION 
N his doctoral thesis, Berg • considered the vibration of a dynamic system with generalized linear damp- 
ing, and showed numerically that the damped natural 
[requency of the lowest mode was larger than the 
corresponding frequency of the undamped system. 
This phenomenon is probably well known to workers in 
vibration and circnit analysis; however, the authors 
have been unable to find any systematic treatment of 
this problem in the literature. 
It is well known that in a single-degree-of-freedom 
system, the damped natural frequency is always less 
than the undamped natural frequency. In the case of 
multi-degree-of-freedom systems with classical normal 
modes? it may be shown that the damped natural 
frequencies are always less than, or equal to, the corre- 
sponding undamped frequencies. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of 
weak damping on the natural frequencies of linear 
dynamic systems and to show under what conditions 
the natural frequencies may be increased by damping. 
ANALYSIS 
The equations of motion of an X-degree-of-freedom 
linear dynamic system with lumped parameters may 
be written in matrix notation as 
[M]IX"I +[C]lX'l +[K]{XI = {l(t)}. (1) 
For passive systems the NXN matrices [M] and [K] 
are symmetric and positive definite, and the matri,r [C] 
is symmetric and nonnegative definite. 
Consider the homogeneous system obtained by 
setting If(t)}=0 in (1) 
[M]lX"l+[C]lX'l+[K]lX}=o. (2) 
CLASSICAL NORMAL MODES 
The system defined by (2) possesses classical normal 
modes? if and only if the matrix [C] is diagonalized 
by the same transformation which simultaneously 
diagonalizes [•I] and [K-]. 
Let 
IXl = [*]l •l, (3) 
t O. V. Berg, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, 1958. 
2 T. K. Caughey, J. Appl. Mech. 27E. 269-271 (1960). 
a For the definition of Classical Normal Modes see Appendix. 
where [•I,] is the normalized matrix which simul- 
taneously diagonalizes [M] and [K]. 
If [C] is such that classical normal modes exist, then 
[•]rFC][cb]=[0]--a diagonal matrix with elements 
o,= {•,,} •'[c]{•,,}. o) 
If (3) is substituted into (2) and then premultiplied by 
I-•P• r, there results the system of equations: 
ffl.i•f'+Oi•i'+I•i•i=O, i=1, 2, -.-, N, (5) 
where 
Let 
Then 
0i: l½'} T[C]{• i} 
•'= 1½3 
(6) 
•i= •i*e x". (7) 
7,•= - 2•/•+ j - . (8) 
Hence, the damped natural frequency is given by: 
F , / 0i \21; 
•o,•=/•,'-'-/--I / _<•0:, i= l, 2, ..., x. (9) 
Thus, if a system possesses classical normal modes, the 
damped natural frequencies are always less than, or 
equal to, the corresponding undamped frequencies. 
NONCLASSICAL NORMAL MODES 
If the matrix EC-], in (2), is such that it cannot be 
diagonalized by the transformation which simul- 
taneously diagonalizes [M• and [K'l, the system is 
said to possess nonclassical normal modes and must be 
treated by Foss's method2 
To analyze the effect of weak damping on the fre- 
quencies in this case, rewrite Eq. (2) in the following 
manner: 
[M]{X"I+•EC']{X'I+EK•{X} =0, (10) 
where , is a small parameter. The problem can now 
be treated by perturbation analysis? 
• K. A. Foss, "Co-ordinates which uncouple the equations o[ 
motion of damped linear systems," Tech. Rept. 25-30. M.I.T. 
March, 1956. 
• R. Belhnan, lnlrod-,tction to liarfix Analysis, (McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1960). 
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Let 
I x } = {&} expL.. (ll) 
With substitution of (11) into (10) 
•et 
&=•"+,½+,•o"+. ß., (•3) 
where •" aud X,, •re the nth eigenvector and eigenvMue 
for the und•mped problem, •=0. Inserting (13) •nd 
(14) into (12) leads to the following system of equa- 
tions on separating out the v•rious orders in •: 
(X•EM]+[•]){½I =0, 
(X,•SEM]+EK]){• "} 
From these equations, the perturbations of various 
orders may be calculated. 
ZEROTH ORDER SOLUTION 
The zeroth order solution is obtained from Eqs. (15): 
(X,?-[M]+ [K]){ ½'q =0 ,,=1, 2, ..., Y. (18) 
Siuce [HI and EK] are symmetric and positive definite: 
(1) X,•ø-<0 all n. That is, the eigenvalues X,, are pure 
imaginary. 
(2) The •"'s are real. 
(3) The •'•'s are orthogonal in [M] and [K]. 
Thatis,{•}rEM]{p•:}=0 l•k. 
In the analysis which follows, it will be assumed for 
simplicity that the X,,'s are distinct. 
FIRST-ORDER PERTURBATIONS 
The first-order perturbations are obtained from 
Eq. (16): 
= - (2[M]X,,•,•+X,,[C'])I•"I. 
In order to evaluate the first-order perturbations, 
express {•"} in terms of the Oi's. Thus 
{•"} = •2 a,,dO'}. (20) 
Premultiply Eq. (19) by {½z}r. 
... X."-/½q•EM]{½'q+lOqrEK]{• "} 
=-2L,•,iO,I•EM]iO,I-X,,IOq•[C']i½"}. (21) 
Since the {½"} may be normalized such that 
{½,,} r[-M']{½"} = 1 n=l, 2, -.., X. (22) 
VCe have 
{½q ?'[M]{½"} = St,,{0"} r[M]{½ "} = az,,, (23) 
where 
&,•=0 l/•z }is Kronecker's delta. = 1 
If iu Eq. (18), n is replaced by ! and the resulting 
equation transposed, and then post-multiplied by 
{½•}: Then 
x to{o,} •E.•]{•,,} + {0,l •[x]{,) ,,} =0. (24) 
Hence Eq. (21) becomes: 
(X,, 2- X:•){ ½•1 r[g]{•" I 
--(2x,,•,,a,,,+x,,{½,l•EC']{½,,l), (25) 
.'. if X,,½X•, i.e., 
{ •t} r[•u]{•,•} _ {•qr[C'){ •*/. (26) 
X,,s--Xz • 
If l- n,, then 
•,•= - •{½"}r•C'•{O' 9. (27) 
Now premultiply (20) by {½t}r•M•. Thus 
.V 
{o,}"Dw]{•"}= X •,•{O'}"Du]{½"}=•,,,. (28) 
Thus 
•,,, = {o'} 
.'.a,,•= {½qr[C']{½"}, n•l. (29) 
The quantity a,,• is found from the normalization 
condition 
{$,,1 rEg]{O'q = 1. (30) 
Hence 
a,,•=0. (3•) 
Therefore, if •'• can be expanded in terms of 
•'•= E •({½q•[c']{O,'}){½q, (32) 
xvhere the symbol • denotes ummation of the indi- 
cated values of j, omitting the term for which j= 
SECOND-ORDER PERTURBATIONS 
Having determined the first-order perturbations, the 
second order terms may be found in a similar manner. 
Let 
0"= Z •,,,'0" n= 1, 2, ..., X. (33) 
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With the same technique used above: 
1 
,•-, j 
.v, X,i' ] + I; --({ •} •EC'-I{ •"}) ({ •,'}"EC'-I{ •i}) 
n/L (34) 
(35) 
x 
,•,,,•= { 4'}"[M']{o"} =-« •. 
1 
,,,,=--({ •"}"œC']{,,,"})•- 
EIGENVECTORS I1•1' DAMPED SYSTEM 
(36) 
The eigenvectors for the damped system are to 
terms of order 
$- •-+•-+•'-'0•+o(•a) 
= •,"+• • a•,•+d • •, (37) 
where a•i is given by (29) and (30), •,i is given by 
(34) ana (35). 
Some Interesting Properties of Equation (37) 
(1) If the matrix •C'] is such as to admit classical 
norraM m•cs, then: 
Hence 
a•=0 and •,i=0 j=l, 2, ---,X (39) 
n=l• 2, -.-, X; 
.'. •-=•- •,=•,2, .--,•v. (40) 
That is, the eigenvectors are identical with those for the 
undamped problem. 
(2) If the matrix [C'] is nonclassic•, thea in general 
•o •} '[c'•{ •} •0. (4•) 
Now 
x,= (- •)•; (42) 
.'. •"= •"+•(-- 1)t (real vector) 
+•z (real vector). (43) 
Thus, the eigenvectors are, in general, complex. 
EIGE•ALUES IN DAMPED SYSTEM 
The eigenvalues for the damped system are to terms 
of order e•: 
. {1• 
+IE ({•9•EC']{•"}) ' ß (•) 
Now 
x.= (- 1)•. n= 1, 2, -- -, N. (45) 
Thus 
7,•= (-1)•,o• 1-- E ({•,0•[c']{•})2(•2-,o?) -• 
2 i=• 
-•({•-}rgC,]{•-})• - {•-}•[C'•{•}. (%) 8• • 
DAMPED NATU•L F•Q•NCY 
The damped natural frequency for the system is 
given by • 
•.•=• •-- E ({oq=gc']{oq)'•.'•?) -• 
2 i-• 
--8•({•}"EC'•{•"})s+0(d) . (47) 
Some Interes•g Properties of Equation (47) 
(1) If [C'] is such as to admit classical normal modes 
then 
{ •i} •[C']{0"} =0 
thus 
n=l, 2,--.,N. (48) 
Hence 
•a•,. (49) 
Equation (49) is in agreement with Eq. (9). 
(2) If [C'] is nonclassical, then, in general, 
If in (47) .n is set equM to N, 
ß •.•=•.¾ •--E ({½q*[c']lo•}P(•-•?) -' 
From Eq. (50), it will be seen that 
•.w•. (51) 
(3) If n= 1 then 
wi>w• j•-n. 
s•?o•V[c']{o•}) , , 
if, 
•' • ({•0 •[c'•{o•})'(•/-•') -• 
Then •>• and Berg's anomalous result is proved. 
• It is of interest to note that the correction in frequency is 
second order in •, as first •inted out by Rayleigh. 
•The possibility of s•f•ng Eq. (53) is increded if the 
separation between modes is •mall, i.e., •. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the above analysis the following conclusions 
may be drawn: 
(1) In a linear dynamic system with weak damping, 
the damped natural frequency of the highest mode is 
always less than or equal to the undamped frequency, 
no matter what form of damping matrix is used. 
(2) The damped natural frequency of tile lowest 
mode may be higher than the corresponding undamped 
frequency, depending on the choice of damping matrix 
and the mode separation. 
(3) In a system with classical normal modes, the 
damped natural frequencies are always less than or 
equal to the corresponding undamped frequencies. 
Example. To illustrate the results of lhe above 
analysis, consider the following system: 
[M]lX"l + [½']lX'l + [g]lX'l =0, (54) 
where 
EX]= - 2 - 
--1 
Ec'] = o 
o 
•=0.1. 
Unda•.ped System. For the undamped system, 
•=0.765366; 
{•-} o ,-, 1.414214; 
aa= 1.847759. 
With use of Eq. (47), the damped natural frequencies 
are 
co•a•0.765687 > co•, 
co2a•1.413993 <co-,, (57) 
waa-'•- 1.846696 < cos. 
The exact values obtained by solving Eq. (54) are 
cola = 0.765688, 
co.,a= 1.413990, (58) 
cOaa= 1.846698. 
Comparison of (S7) and (58) shows excellent numerical 
agreement. It should be noted that the damped natural 
frequency of the first mode is higher than that for the 
undamped system, while the damped frequencies for 
the second and third modes are lower than the corre- 
sponding values for the undamped system. 
APPENDIX 
ClasMcal Normal Modes 
It is well known that undamped linear dynamic 
systems possess normal modes, and that in each normal (55) mode the various parts of the system pass through 
their maximum or minimum positions at the same 
instant of time. Since this type of normal mode was 
the subject of Lagrange's classic treatise on mechanics,* 
the author has defined such normal modes as "Classical 
Normal Modes." 
In damped systems in general, it is found that in a 
normal mode of oscillation, the various parts of the 
system do not pass through their maximum or minimum 
position at the same instant of time. In such cases the 
more general treatment of F. A. Foss • must be used. 
Rayleigh • showed that if the damping matrix is a linear 
combination of the sliffness and inertia matrices, the 
damped system possesses classical normal modes. More 
recently, Caughey -• has shown that a necessary and (56) sufficient condition for the existence ofclassical normal 
modes is that the damping matrix be diagonalized by 
the same transformation which uncouples the un- 
damped system. 
s j. L. Lagrange, Mect, anique Analytique (Gauthier-Villar, Paris, 
1811), Nouvelle edition. 
• Lord Rayleigh, Tkeory of Sound. (Dover Publications, New 
York, 1945), Vol. I. 
